THE LEFSCHETZ FIXED POINT FORMULAS OF ATIYAH AND SINGER
In this section, we will derive the Lefschetz fixed point formulas of Atiyah and Singer for isometries acting on classical complexes [2] .
For an introduction to heat equation methods for such formulas we refer to Gilkey 161. Of course we use the trace formula of [6] to evaluate the Lefschetz number of the considered isometry and then we put to work our results of [3] to find the explicit asymptotic behavior of this trace formula.
The proofs are technically more complicated than in Section 3, since instead of working with the same fixed initial and final point in the set of continuous paths, now the initial and final point are distinct and vary with t. However, the general outline of the proofs is the same, and so we give fewer details. 329
In (a) we introduce the main assumptions. In (b) some geometric facts concerning the fixed point set and the action of the isometry on the normal bundle are recalled from [2] . In (c), a standard asymptotic formula is given for the Lefschetz number. In (d), a differentiation formula is proved, which extends Theorem 1.5. In (e), an asymptotic formula is proved for the Lefschetz number using the results of [3] .
In (f), a probabilistic expression for the integrand of the Lefschetz formula of Atiyah and Singer [2] for twisted spin complexes is given. In (g) this expression is calculated by means of the Pontryagin forms and Chern forms of vector bundles associated with the considered isometry. The transformations of the probabilistic expressions into the classical expressions of [ 21 still involve the results of P. Levy 171.
(a) Assumptions and Notations We use the same assumptions and notations as in Sections 1, 2, and 3(a)-(e). In particular M is still supposed to be a spin manifold of even dimension n = 21.
T denotes a C" mapping from M to M, which is an oriented isometry of M.
Let G be the fixed point set G= {xEM;Tx=x}. By Gilkey [6, Lemma 3 .11 G is a finite union of connected smooth submanifolds G, ,..., G, of even dimension n; = 21, ,..., n; = 21,; G, ,..., G, are totally geodesic in M.
Let v i ,.,., v, be the normal bundles of G, ,..., G,. If dT is the differential of T, v , ,..., v, are stable by dT. Moreover by [6, Lemma 3.11, T is nondegenerate, i.e., 1 is not an eigenvalue of dT in vi ,..., v,.
dT acts naturally on N. We will assume that dT lifts to an action A(T) on the Spin(n) bundle N'. Of course, -A(T) is also a lift of dT on N'.
In particular, A(T) acts on F, sends F, in F, and FP in FP. Moreover A(T) is parallel for the lifted Levi-Civita connection in F.
Finally, we assume that B(T) is an action of T on the Hermitian bundle {, which is unitary, and preserves the unitary connection in r. B(T) is then also parallel for this connection. We now have the natural extension of Theorem 3.3.
Pro@ For a proof, see Gilkey [6] . 1
The heat equation method will consist in identifying the limit of the rhs of (4.6) as t 11 0.
(b) Some Geometric Facts on the Fixed Point Set G Before going into probabilistic computations, we need to recall a few wellknown facts concerning the action of dT in the normal bundles v, ,..., v, (see Atiyah and Singer [2] ).
We will note by G' any of the components G, ,..., G,, by v' the corresponding normal bundle, by n' = 21' the dimension of G'.
What follows is essentially relevant for n' > 2.
For any x E G', dT acts isometrically on vi. Recall that dT has no eigenvalue equal to 1 in vi. The decomposition (4.7) is orthogonal, For j = l,..., k', as a real vector space, N,(@j) has a canonical complex structure in which dT acts as the complex scalar eiej.
G' is totally geodesic in M, so that the splitting
is parallel. Moreover since T is an isometry, dT is parallel on G'. It immediately follows that the splitting (4.7) is parallel on G'; 8, ,..., ok, are then constant on G'. Since dT is parallel, the complex structure of N(dj) (1 <j < k') is also parallel, so that the Levi-Civita connection induces a unitary connection in the Hermitian bundle N(ej). In particular this connection defines on G' the corresponding Chern forms of N(ej).
As complex bundles, N(B,),..., N(0,,) are naturally oriented. Moreover since TM is oriented, we see from (4.7), (4.8) that has a natural orientation. (c) An Asymptotic Expression for l, P(t, x) dx Using classical results on the heat kernel semi-group, we know (see, e.g., Gilkey [6] ) that for any neighborhood Y of G, as t 110, for any k E N j ~(Wdx=j 9(t,x)dx+o(tk). is a diffeomorphism into a neighborhood v, of c,, in M, In the sequel, we will identify V, and v,. Also we may assume that V, E are small enough so that V, is strongly convex (i.e., two points of V, are connected by a unique geodesic, which stays in V,, and along which they are not conjugate).
We can find a neighborhood V' of c0 in G' which is included in V and e' > 0 with E' < E such that if Vi, is defined by V~,={(c,c')Ev';cEV';c'Ev:;Ic'I<&'} then z-v:, c v,.
In the sequel we will find the asymptotic behavior as t 11 0 of Using (4.10), and piecing together the various limits of (4.15), we will find the expression which is required.
As in Gilkey [6] , we express (4.15) in the coordinates (c, c'). Namely, let dc be the area element of G', and dc' be the Lebesgue measure in the fibers of v'. Then we have dx = k(c, c') dc dc' Now using general results on the heat kernel [6] (or what will be proved in the sequel), we know that for any c E G', if X(t, c) is defined by -w9 c) =L~,~, ~(~-"')'~sY(t, c, \/t c') dc' (4.20) \ as t 11 0, Z(t, c) has a limit X(c). It is this limit which we will identify in the sequel using probabilistic methods.
Of course this will show that (4.21)
We will prove an analogue of Theorem 1.5 which is adapted to the present situation. In (4.26) the f sign only depends on s. If s is changed into -s, f is changed into 'f. If the orientation of R"' is changed, PfA' is changed into -PfA', and f into r, so that fPfA' does not change.
ProoJ As in (1.36), we know that lx+(syJ -x-(sy,)l = IdeW-o(sy,))l"*.
(4.27) --Now it is easy to verify that if dT" is the restriction of dT to R"-"',
The modules in both sides of (4.26) have been proved to be equal. The explicit expression in the rhs of (4.26) is then found by using Proposition 1.2 as in the proof of Theorem 1.5. In particular the f sign provides for the 5s indeterminacy. 1 Remark 1. Formula (4.26) makes clear how, when G' is not orientable, the index formula which we will later prove is still well defined.
(e) An Asymptotic Expression for t(n-n"'29(t, x)
Now co E G' is fixed as in Section 4(c). For c' E vf, such that Ic' ] < E', we will give an asymptotic expression for 4p(t, co, c') by using the technique of [3] as in Section 2(d). However, it will be essential that the same probability space be used for all x = (co, c').
To do this we proceed in the following way. First we choose ui E Nf, such that if u. = nub, u, is adapted to the splitting (4.22), i.e., u. maps (e, ..a e,,) on a base of T,,G', the next vectors on a base of NJ-l), the next vectors on a base ofJVC&B,), etc., so that in the base (Uoe,,..., uoe,), the matrix of dT is exactly dT given by (4.23).
We first show how to construct an asymptotic formula for P,(x, TX), where x = (co, c') E VL,.
(-1 u: denotes the parallel translation of ub along the unique geodesic connecting co and x.
(.) There is a unique geodesic connecting x and TX, which stays in V, and along which x and TX are nonconjugate. Using the notations of Section 2(d), we take here x0 = x, y, = TX, U; = u:. There is an associated A" E R" defined by (2.23).
(.) The splitting (2.30) now depends on x, i.e., we can write H=H,,,OH,,,. (4.29) Equation (4.29) is a splitting which is smooth in x. Moreover if x = c,, it is the trivial splitting defined in (3.6), since then Tc, = co.
(e) The probability measure P, now depends on x, and will be written Pf . However, we will construct all the Pf on the same probability space using Theorem 2.10.
Namely, set f.$=CW;. Since all these constructions are done on the same probability space (W, Q) using (4.3 l), the previous functions are in fact functions of (x, a) E V,l, x W. Of course for a.e. a everything is smooth in x.
We still define G(\/S dwlqx, x) as in (2.42); here G depends explicitly on x through w 'J and also because dy,/ds is a function of x.
(a) We also introduce one Brownian motion y on (W', P') independent of a. For one given x, V!", V? (which also depend on x) are defined as in Definition 3.6 along the random q'(& dw'*x, TX), u!J = X2".
We now have the analogue of Theorem 3.8. where ,u(t, x) is such thatfor any k E N, x E V$, as t 110, IAt, x)1 < exp -d2(X;tTx) 1 0(P), I (4.34)
Proof: The proof of (4.33) is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.8. The uniform bound (4.34) follows from the corresponding uniform bounds in [3] , which are easily derived from the proofs of Theorems 3.7, 3.12, and 4.11 in [31* I
(f) An Exact Probabilistic Expression for Z(c)
Recall that X(t, co) has been defined in (4.20) . We now will give an exact probabilistic expression for X(c,) (which is the limit of X(t, co) as t 11 0). This result will be the analogue of Theorem 3.10. q' denotes the Riemann differential n/-form on the ball V which is such that u o r ,..., u,e,, is an oriented frame at co for v'. e Of course G' may well be not orientable.
We will use Theorem 4.6 with s =A,o(7') (which is a lift of 0). In particular for the chosen orientation of T,,G', the sign + or -is unambiguously defined. However, in the formulas which follow, we will maintain it to indicate that it depends on v' and on the lift A(T). Also sZ'(X, Y) will denote the R"' OR"' component of n(X, Y) E R" OR", y' the R"' 0 R"' component of y.
We now have the crucial result: THEOREM 4.9. As t 11 0, X(t, c,) has a limit Z(c,J which is given by the formula
da,)* [ +((dT--I)c')*&(u,a,)*+(sdTc't(l-s)c')*)t$ I x Tr[B(T) Vi] exp -'(dT-21)c"2 I I dQ(a) dP'(y) dc'. (4.36)
Proof. We will only give a brief sketch of the proof, which is much more involved than the proof of Theorem 3.10. For c' E v&, we will first calculate the limit as t 110 of t-')'*LP(t, c,, \/5 c').
Using (4.33), we may instead take the limit as t 11 0 of the rhs of (4.33) calculated with xI = (co, fi c').
As t 11 0, A"( --t 0. It is then clear that We now use all these results, to compute the limit of the rhs of (4.33) calculated for x =x, when t 11 0. Clearly for t = 0, since kc0 = 0, v2 = 0, au2 = 0, (4.57)
We now evaluate the limit as t 110 of x+(A(T) v:"r;") --x-(A(T) v:"Ty) t" (4.58)
As in the proof of Theorem 3.10, we can replace V!,' by V!' defined in (3.30).
Let Ys'Vf be the solution of p1.t acts on S; @if)-' A(T) u!+Vy" also acts on S, and moreover by using the isomorphism of spin structures on F and S, we get
We will now use the fact that T is an isometry in a crucial way. In fact since T is an isometry, dT preserves the Levi-Civita connection and its lift A(T) preserves the lifted connection on F. Now t -+ u!+ is parallel along t + xI, so that t + A (7) Of course if G' is orientable, all the forms can be extended to G'. Also note again that we will talk about forms and not about cohomology classes.
If B is a 2-form on TCOM, we denote by B' its restriction to T,,G'. Set M= (-2i)U-1/2 fi (e-iSj/* _ eiejl*)Wj/*a (4.66) 1 We have the analogue of Proposition 3.13. Moreover since dT is parallel on G', if (X, Y) E TG', dT commutes with R(X, u).
Recall that q, has been chased to be adapted to the splitting (4.22) of TJV. We note by a. = (a?, a.-', a',..., ak') the splitting of a. corresponding to (4.22) . Of course under Q, a?,~;',..., a!' are independent Brownian bridges whose laws on W,, W-, ,..., W,, are denoted de,, dQ , ,..., dQk, . Similarly the restriction of R(X, Y) to TG' (resp. N(-1)) is the curvature tensor R'(X, I') of G' at co (resp. the curvature tensor of N/(-l)).
If dT is given by (4.23), clearly, since u. is adapted, we have -dT=u,'dTu,. Now on N(ej) considered as a complex vector bundle, dT acts as the -complex scalar eiej. In the splitting of R" corresponding to (4.22), dT also acts on C"Jz -as the complex scalar eiej. Clearly dT commutes with any AE Pbj/2) (which is the Lie algebra of Uo1,/2)). Note that we will use the same notation for the real and complex actions of dT on R"j or Pi", and -also for the action of dT on R"' and R"-1.
As we have seen in Section 4(b), the Levi-Civita connection induces on N(Oj) a unitary connection. Let rpj be the corresponding Weil homomorphism, which sends ad -U(,uj/2) invariant polynomials on &bj/2) into @[ 12'(G').
Similarly q', q~-, denote the Weil homomorphisms associated to the Euclidean bundles TG', N(-1). THEOREM 4.12. Let K' (resp. K-,) be the functional on CJ!(n') (resp. ~01-1)), I3 E 6T(n') (4. We now have the fundamental: which is exactly the rhs of (4.80). 1 Remark 3. The computations which have been done here are typical of the Heisenberg group (see Gaveau [5] ).
